At the heart of the village and just steps away
from the distinctive church with its onion dome
lies the Christiania***, which is some-what of an
institution in La Clusaz.

Because it is the little
details that ensure your
holiday is a success,
the Christiania*** offers
a range of personalised
services and is continually
improving its facilities.

A charming hotel
in the heart of the village
At this friendly family-run hotel you can
take advantage of a room and its balcony
boasting direct views of the bustling resort
below.
Combining the typical feel of a mountain
chalet with the simplicity of the Savoyard
way of life, the Christiania*** promises a stay
devoted to relaxation.

Located in an authentic and preserved alpine
setting, open all-year-round and ideally
situated close to Annecy, Geneva and Lyon,
this is your «refuge» close to all the activities
and entertainment offered by the resort.

Attentive service and
high-quality services
Such as, a sauna and a lounge to help with
your relaxation and improve your well-being.
Our team is at your service to manage
transfers to and from airports and train
stations. You have access to a few parking
spaces and there are various facilities to
make your life easier (lift, ski and bike store...).

The following items are also available by
simply asking at the reception: iron and ironing
board, cot, changing mat and bottle warmer.
The Christiania*** is also pet-friendly.
Welcome to our hotel!

Stylish, trendy, but also very cosy thanks
to its soft fur covered benches, Le Bistro
is a restaurant with a bar ideal for meeting
others.

Make the most
of the resort
What could be better than going for a stroll,
wandering around the shops or walking to the
ice rink or ski lifts which are just a few minutes
walk from the hotel?
After a generous breakfast enjoyed in the
cosy surroundings of the restaurant Le Bistro,
you’re ready to make the most of your day
ahead.

With its 26 double or family rooms, most with a
terrace or balcony, the Christiania*** guaranteed
a quality stay by paying close attention to musthave elements like luxury bedding with cosy
duvets and the latest equipment (flat-screen
TV with TNT channels, free WiFi, direct-dial
telephone, hair-dryer, etc.).
The bathrooms are equipped with either shower
or bath so you can choose which you prefer.

Le Bistro,
the place to be
Popular with locals, you are invited to become a
part of La Clusaz life whilst enjoying the offerings
of an enticing drinks and cocktail menu.
The «boss» who is both well-known and wellliked certainly knows how to set the tone and
has thought outside the box by installing a fullystocked oyster counter chere the flavours of the
sea and the mountains meet.

The contemporary and gourmet interpretation
of famous Savoyard specialities complete
a menu that is as tempting as mouthwatering. A menu to be enjoyed by
appetites both big and small and at any
time of the day and 365 days a year because
Le Bistro is open from 7am to 11pm.

ACCESS

30 minutes from Annecy,
t 1 hour from Geneva airport,
t 1 hour 45 minutes from Lyon airport,
3 hours 45 minutes Paris-Annecy by TGV.
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77 route du Col des Aravis - 74220 La Clusaz
Tel : +33 (0)4 50 02 60 60 - info@hotel-christiania.fr

www.hotel-christiania.fr
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